
OOGENESISIN PINUS LARICIO.

WITH REMARKSON FERTILIZATION AND EMBRYOLOGY.

(WITH PLATES IV-VI)

In the autumn of 1896, while conducting labor,

1

the special morphology of the gymnosperms, I not

peculiarities in the development of the nucleus of the oosphere.

but the material lacked important stages and had n*

erly fixed for cytological study. The next spring, howeW

at intervals of three or four days, ovules of Pitim

were collected which gave a fairly complete series f;

aration of the neck cell from the central cell of the archegomum

up to stages in which the embryos had been thrust through

the base of the oospore by the elongating suspensors.

For the earlier stages up to the cutting off <-

canal cell, the pair of ovules was merely cut off ti

and dropped into the killing fluid; for stages ti

to the fusion of the pronuclei, the female gamel

thallium) was usually removed from the ovule 1

killing and fixing. In a part of the material, ho\ve\

lus was retained to show the course of the pollen tube

oosphere. In all the later stages the gametophyte \\

from the 'ovule. All material was fixed on the

being taken from cones which had been removed fro**

for more than fifteen minutes. In some cases as n

ovules were taken from a single cone and kept

bottle. These showed almost an identical stag

ngia
.

of
.

s

!
un

t

i^*
which the pollen moth

.me time, the sporangia
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advanced than those at the tip. In the ovulate cone, at the time

of the division of the mother cell into potential megaspores,

:
orangia at the base are slightly more advanced, but they

.-lop much further. For stages figured in this paper,

the best material is found in the middle three fifths of the cone.

In my material, all of which was collected in the vicinity of

Chicago, the ventral canal cell, in the season of 1897, was cut

off about June 21, and fusion of the pronuclei occurred about a

wwk later. In the season of 1896, all stages appeared more
than two weeks earlier.

Various fluids were used for killing and fixing. For mitotic

phenomena the most satisfactory results were secured by allow-

In
g Flemming's weaker solution to act for about two hours and

then re placing it by a chrom-acetic solution (0.75
grn chromic

acid and 0.25- to 1 00 cc
water) in which the material remained

or one or two days. In this way the advantages of the Flem-
mng's solution seem to be secured without the objectionable

slackening. The chrom-acetic acid used alone gave excellent
fesults

- Carnoy's fluid (absolute alcohol 6 parts, chloroform

3 Parts, acetic acid 1 part), followed by cyanin and erythrosin,

|

Sg00d for facing nuclei in the pollen tube and for differential,

j>

th e granules and network within the nucleus. Corrosive

2
''mate-acetic acid could hardly be recommended for achro-

faUed

StrUCtures in Pi ™s. Hermann's fluid and Merkel's fluid

aceti

t0§iVe ^ g°° d results as the much less expensive chrom-
e.'cacid. The popular safranin gentian-violet orange combi-

ne most definite stain for achromatic structures-

i,li n's iron-alum-haematoxylin used alone, or fol-

1 fuchsin, was better for most stages in the devel-
Cnt of the oosphere nucleus.

..
THE VENTRAL CANAL CELL.

n
l

)r
- vvas made to secure a complete series of early

shol^
t

e

r,

ading UP t0 the condition represented in fig. /,
which

*paraf
nUC' eus of the central cell just before the division

''e ventral canal cell from the oosphere. At this

ere is often only a single nucleolus, and very seldom
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more than two or three. This is worth noting, for the oosphdf

nucleus, soon after the cutting off of the ventral canal cdi.

contains a very large number of nucleoli. The chromatin i>

forms a part of the nucleoli.

The mitotic figure concerned in the cutting off o

canal cell presents a very characteristic appearance.

is strongly developed and the part lying in the oosj

times quite convex, while the part within the ventral canal cell

is concave [fig. 2.) The ventral canal cell usually begins I

show signs of disorganization almost as soon as it is cut off. Il

this figure the nucleus had evidently reached the spirem stag!

before it began to disorganize. A similar differei

the nucleus of the ventral canal cell and that of the oosphcit *

this stage was noticed in several cases. In fig. .

had developed further before disorganization set

formed nuclear membrane is present and the chron

form of nucleoli or irregular masses. It is not unusual for the

ventral canal cell to become separated from the egg as shown in

this figure. In such cases the separation is due t

of the wall between the two cells, and in some cast

no separation has taken place, as in figs. 6 and 7

be seen to be double. A later stage is shown in /
the ventral canal cell is reduced to a deeply staininu

ably of mucus-like consistency, in which no structure is discef*

ible. Ftg. 4 represents a ventral canal cell of about the same

age as the preceding, but the chromatin is not so abundant
:

an

the other cell contents are scanty. It does not seem pre-ba^

that such a ceil, in its later stages, would present the appear^

shown in fig. 5 or exert such an influence upon the course ot^

pollen tube as might be expected in the latter case. »
fig. 5 and fig. 6, the nuclear membrane has entirel)

and no structure can be made out except that the mass ista ^
less homogeneous and contains a few nucleoli. Ti

oli here represent the chromatin is proved by a \

series, of which only a few stages (figs. 2, J and -
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In later stages it may be difficult to identify the ventral canal

cell as a whole, but vestiges of it in one form or another can

usually be found up to the time when the pollen tube enters

the neck of the archegonium, and occasionally traces may
be seen even after the sporophyte is considerably advanced

bmv.).
While the above account gives the usual history of the ven-

tral canal cell, there are other rather exceptional cases which

Wong to an opposite course of development and are interesting

on account of their bearing upon the homology of the ventral

canal cell. Fig. 7, which is drawn to the same scale as fig. 2,

normous spindle, somewhat loosely attached to the

uclei. This ventral canal cell is eight or ten times as

typical one shown in fig. 2. It contains several pro-

> like those of the oosphere, and its nucleus is under-

>ual-developmental changes which will be described
for the nucl eus of the oosphere. In this particular case, the

nucIei of the oosphere and ventral canal cell are of nearly the

Resize and are in the same stage of development. If a pollen

^should enter, it seems reasonable to suppose that fertiliza-

10
" ° f the antral canal cell might result. A later stage in such

^ourseof development is represented in fig.
10, in which the

nucle ^ has almost reached the condition presented by an

^Phere nucleus just before conjugation. In fig.
8 the nuclei

v

Cin about the same stage as in fig. 7, but the wall between the

antral canal cell and the oosphere has broken down, leaving

''ee in the oosphere. Fragments of the immense

-tered throughout the oosphere. In some of these

represents a part of the cell plate; in others the

;w n into wisps resembling tips of bipolar spindles.

'^ is shown in fig. 9, but here the nuclei have nearly

S1'ze and stage of development shown in fig- H-
example is shown in outline in fig.

19a, v. In figs.

';

;cl eus of the ventral canal cell, on account of its

>le position, would be more likely to secure fcrtilia-

an the more remote nucleus of the oosphere. One might
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suggest that a stage like fig. g represents the tv.

within the egg, or that fertilization has already taken place and

the two nuclei are the first two nuclei of the sporoph

the series shown in figs. 7, 8, and g affords an answer to -

suggestions, it may be added that vestiges of the pollen tube

can almost always be detected above the neck of the arche-

gonium until the oospore nucleus has divided two 01

No evidences of fertilization were visible in these cases, and.

besides, the upper nucleus is far' too large for a ma!

just escaped from a pollen tube. If fertilization has not taken

place, the second supposition is already excluded ;

be added that the nuclei are too large for the first nuclei of the

sporophyte, they lack the very characteristic appearance of the

latter, and, further, their position is against anv si:

tation.

The origin of the ventral cell has led several w:

it as the homologue of the egg. That this homolog

the series just described furnishes practically complete proof *

The development of the nucleus of the

decidedly from the usual course of development

nucleus of the angiosperm oosphere. After th

the ventral canal cell, the nucleus of the 00:

enormously in size, as will be readily observe-

figs. 2 and 17. 1 During this increase in size, tl

in the nucleus a series of changes which for !

difficult to interpret. In fig. 2 the nucleus of th

not differ much in size or in any other perceptil

the nuclei in the sheath about the oosphere. I

nucleus is in a typical spirem stage. The nunn
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rothallial cells. From this point the development is

[y rapid that, in over three hundred preparations, less

than a dozen nuclei showed stages intermediate between figs. 2

II. One of these is shown in fig. 6, ft. o. (The proteid

vacuoles,/, bear a striking superficial resemblance to nuclei.)

In this nucleus nearly all the chromatin is in the form of

nucleoli. A few linin threads are present, and associated with

them is a very small quantity of chromatin. In other nuclei of

same age, figs. 7, 8, no linin is visible, and all the

chromatin is in the form of nucleoli. The greater number of

the mere size of the nucleoli has no influence upon

us. I have not felt it safe to rely upon staining

^ tor identifying chromatin, but have depended upon a

M morphological series leading up to undoubted chromo-
»es. After all trace of the original linin network has disap-

peared and all the chromatin is in the form of nucleoli, another
*ther peculiar linin network appears. This and all the nucleoli

St3in lnte nsely with iron-alum-haematoxylin. At first sight it

*'°" Id Seem that we are dealing with a chromatin network, but

"the second application of iron-alum be sufficiently prolonged,
°" ya few of the nucleoli remain black, the stain being com-
Pet

-
V ex tracted from the network and from the rest of the

*deoli
(fi g , ZI) _ If acid fuchsin be added t0 such a prepara .

!, rk and the decolorized nucleoli stain red. A later

1 the decolorizing has not been carried so far, is

than/f
'" fiS

'

I2
'

Details from nuclei in sIi ^ htl y
later StageS

^fig. 12 are shown in figs. 14 and 15, in which nearly all of

thr

-

U° arC arran ged upon the linin threads. Soon after

network begins to resolve itself into a granular

- leaving the nucleoli scattered irregularly through-

%st
C nUCleus

- Some of the nucleoli contribute to the granular

'^ others migrate from all directions toward a

ofth'"
P° mt

' UsualI V at the center, or a little above the center,

h as b.

n

r

Udeus
- In fig- 16 the network, while still distinguishable,

break up, and nearly all of those nucleoli which
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stain black with iron-aium-haematoxylin have taken a character-

istic position. Some, however, which do not retain the stain,

are scattered through the nucleus. Fig. iy shows a somewhat

later stage. Only traces of the network are now visible; the

granular condition is becoming quite pronounced and the nucleoli

are arranging themselves in the form of a ring. The structure

within this ring I was not able to make out definitely, but in

most cases it seemed to be finely granular, with trace

more or less defined.

In fig. 1 8 every vestige of the network has disaj

the nucleus is filled with an evenly granular substance V
all the nucleoli have collected at the center. In fig. 19 the

groundwork of the nucleus shows a beautiful reticular structure,

exactly like that of the cytoplasm outside the nucleus. The

nucleoli are taking the form of elongated masses which repre-

sent definitely the chromatin of the nucleus. The threads
-

The development of the male pronucleus was not studied in

detail, but several stages, one of which is shown in fig /J, indicate

that the sequence is similar to that just described for the nucleus

of the oosphere.

It seems probable that various bodies have been describe*!

under the term nucleolus. That some of these nucleoli rt| re-

sent chromatin has been proved both in animals iv,

In animals the sequence described by Carnoy ami

batrachians agrees more nearly with the conditi

That the chromatin in the resting nucleus of Spire-

form of a nucleolus has been shown by several investtga «

notably by Mitzkewitsch 3. A chromatin nucleolus v>

^
described by Davis* for Corallina, one of the red al.

tion between chromatin and nucleoli has been noted m

a
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higher plants, especially by Cavara 5 and very recently by

IkenoV figures and description of Cycas. revoluta, while not

ii details in the development of the nucleus of the

nevertheless indicate that the sequence is about as I

inscribed it for Pinus. Blackman's recent work on Phots

ill be considered later. The staining reactions do not

seem to furnish a reliable method of distinguishing chromatin

nucleoli from other spherical bodies. In thin sections some
nucleoli show a sharp differentiation into an outer deeply stain-

in? portion and an inner part which stains lightly
[fig. 29).

%28 shows a peculiar case. There seemed to be a crack in

the nucleolus, and upon applying a gentle pressure the central

Portion came out from the shell. It might be suggested that the

presence or absence of this outer portion, or, when present, its

relative thickness, may account in some measure for the reaction
l o stains. That the staining does not identify chromatin nucleoli
ls shown by the fact that many of the "nucleoli " in the proteid
VaCuoIes st ain intensely black with iron-alum-hsematoxylin, blue
Wlthc

yanin,orredwithsafranin.

trasburger's 8
figure of Picea shows conjugating nuclei of

SI2 e- According to Coulter*, one of the male nuclei in

' *rici<f
t after its entrance into the oosphere, increases in

lntl1, at tn e moment of fusion it is as large as the female pro-

5 of Cycas, and Blackman's IO of Phi

er der Geschlechtsorgaru

rb. f. wiss. Bot. 32 : 557-
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sylvestris, the male pronucleus is many times smaller than the

female. In the present work, although the male ]>n

often observed within the oosphere, no case was found in .

the pronuclei were just coming into contact.

One fine preparation was obtained which shows t he-

matin of the two pronuclei within the original limits of the

female pronucleus (fig. 20). Both pronuclei are in the 3|

stage, and show the chromatin granules evenly distiil>::!

a delicate linin thread. The kinoplasmic threads seem to be

developing almost exclusively in the region of the

cleus, but it is hardly safe to draw any conclusions. A later

stage, which I am not ready to interpret, is shown in
fig.

21.

The spirem thread has become perfectly smooth and has a

same diameter as a chromosome in the anaphase

division of the fusion nucleus, but the segmental;

mosomes is not yet complete. It seems possible that the upper

female.

The first division after fertilization (fig. 22) shows a beautiful

figure with a very strongly developed spindle, sonic

plasmic threads reaching from pole to pole while ot

insensibly into the surrounding groundwork of the nucleus. Th e

chromosomes are very definitely U-shaped. After the secoi

division has taken place and the four free nuclei h

move toward the base of the oospore, they show a

tangential striation (fig. 23) which seems to be caus

tion of the nuclei as they descend. In the first tli\

four nuclei, after they have reached the base of tin

24, 24a), the spindle is extremely broad and multipolar.

later divisions (figs. 26, 26a) the spindle is of the

type. This figure gives a typical view of the U-shaped cW
somes as they appear in these divisions, just befoi

separated from each other. Although several ear

mitosis were found in the nuclei of the partially se,

tion of the oospore (figs. 25, 25a), no later stages w«

A fairly complete series was obtained showing rmto 818
'
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phytes older than that re]

the chromosomes do not

pass into an ordinary reticulum.

A peculiar monstrosity was noted in one preparation {figs.

-7, 2ja). Instead of the usual free cell formation, each division

of the nucleus has been followed by the formation of a wall, so

that a somewhat spherical embryo has been formed near the cen-

ter of the oosphere, about which no trace of a pollen tube could

After the large spindle concerned in the separation of the

ventral canal cell from the oosphere has broken up, portions of

scattered throughout the oosphere [figs. 8, 19a).

" n e of these fragments (19a, s.) is shown in detail in fig. 32.

ese fragments
{fig. ji, s) in their later stages show a

nsition from kinoplasmic fibers to the ordinary reticular

structure of the oosphere. Such cases, together with those like

k- 22, make it probable that the kinoplasmic fibers do not arise

from any specific kinoplasmic or archoplasmic substance but

rather fr om a rearrangement of general reticulum, whether it be

outsid e the nucleus or inside. Such a view, while not popular

Wlth bot anists, has able supporters among zoologists.

1 was not able positively to identify centrosomes at any

tlme du "ng this work, but in several preparations clearly defined

a "*s resembling the archoplasmic regions in Ascaris were

'r the male nuclei in the pollen tube {fig.
r3 .)

The

failu re to find centrosomes has not convinced me that they are

abs ent from the male nuclei.
The archoplasmic areas shown in fig.

12 were observed in

^•one case, although nearly a hundred nuclei in approximately

he *me stage were examined. These areas, one inside the

?*" and the other outside, are sharply differentiated and are

' rather coarse threads. This is not the usual method

s Pmdl e formation for this nucleus and may have nothing at

a
" t0 do with the soindle
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After this paper had been practically completed, tl:

a very important work on Pinus sylvestris by Mr. Blackman </. <\i

Since this work has already been reviewed in the March num-

ber of this journal, only a brief comparison will be made here.

I can confirm his statements that the pollen tube does not enter

the oosphere ; that the pronuclei at the time of fusion are not in

the resting condition ; that the history of the spindle nbers indi-

cates that they result from a rearrangement of the ordinary

cytoplasmic reticulum ; and that the number of chromosomes is

twelve in the pollen mother cell, in the nuclei of the sheath of

the oosphere {fig. jo), and in other parts of the prothallium.

My second series (figs. 7-10) , on the development of the

ventral canal cell, was not observed by Blackman. His term

maturation is not used, because it already has a definite andverj

different application. The term metaplasm is not used in the

present paper because the network is regarded merely a- :i
<

what peculiar linin network. In the development of the nuc

of the oosphere, he neither figures nor describes the chromatin

history in detail, but the points mentioned do not indica e

sequence decribed in this paper. He finds the chr-

the first segmentation nucleus V-shaped ; fig 22 of this paper

shows them U-shaped. He figures parallel threads around the tou

segmentation nuclei ; although this appearance was

noted in my preparations, the fibers usually had the

shown in fig. 23. On the whole, it must be said th

two papers cover approximately the same ground, tit

detailed work of each, having been done in different

subject, is complementary. The general results, howeve

to a great extent mutually confirmatory.

it is formed, in some cases it persists 1

large as that of the oosphere, passing through i
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il history. New support is thus given to the theory that

entral canal cell is the homologue of the egg.

In the development of the oosphere nucleus the chro-

1 takes the form of nucleoli which finally collect from all

of the nucleus to a definite area near the center and there

op into a typical spirem. The linin often stains like chro-

After the male pronucleus is within the oosphere nucleus,

hromatin of the two pronuclei appears as two distinct masses

: spirem stage. Perhaps segmentation of the two spirems

while they are still separate.

Although centrosomes were not positively identified in

art of the work, appearances favor the supposition that they

iccompany the male nuclei.

The fate of the spindle indicates that the kinoplasmic

arise through a transformation of the cytoplasmic reticulum.

EXPLANATIONOF PLATES IV-

>»< liniiuuic homogeneous immersion ol

"tting off of the ve ntral canal eel

5. Thr
r.i! c; nal cell.

Pex of t le oosphe e, shmvii g nu. leus of oosphere, protei

canal cell

xtrftne',; large ven tral cana 1 cell and spindle connecting
,f the oosphere.
he wall between v entral ce nal c ell and oosphere has t

S the nu cleus of he ventr il cell free in the oosphere.

spindle cattered t hrough t e oosphere.

the preceding, but more advanced.
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Figs, ii, 12, 16-19. Stages in development of nucleus of the oospht

Fig. 13. Two male nuclei in end of pollen tube just as it enters the

of the archegonium.

Figs. 14, 15. Nucleoli arranged on linin network; details from 1

slightly older than fig. 12.

Fig. \qa. Sketch in which n. o. shows position of fig. 19 and J the

tioa oifig.32.

Fig. 20. Fertilization.

Fig. 21. Later stage in fertilization.

Fig. 22. First division of the nucleus of the oospore.

Fig. 23. One and part of another of the four segmentation nuclei she

felt-like covering, with tangential threads predominating.

Figs. 24, 24*. First division of one of the four free nuclei after pa:

to the base of the oospore.

Figs. 25, 25a. Spirem in nucleus in the partially segmented portion

Figs. 26, 26a. Nuclear figure showing shape of the chromosomes.

Fig. 28. Nucleolus showing deeply staining outer and lightly stai

inner portions.

Fig. 29. Inner portion of nucleolus pressed out from the outer "shei;

Fig. 30. Nucleus of one of the cells sheathing the oosphere, showing

twelve chromosomes.

Fig. 31. Fragments of the ventral canal cell spindle showing trans:

between spindle fibers and cytoplasmic reticulum.

Fig. 32. Fragment of spindle. See fig. 19a, s.


